We study the 
Introduction
This paper contains new theoretical results on projective reconstruction for multiple projections from an arbitrary dimensional projective space P r−1 to lowerdimensional spaces P si−1 . A set of such projections can be represented as where X j ∈ R r is the j-th high-dimensional (HD) point, P i ∈ R si×r is the i-th projection matrix, representing a projection P r−1 → P si−1 , x ij ∈ R si is an image point and λ ij -s are nonzero scalars known as projective depths. Projective reconstruction is to obtain the projection matrices P i , the points X j and the depths λ ij , up to a projective ambiguity, given the image points x ij . This paper extends the current reconstruction theory, which is mostly fit for the tensorbased approaches, and provides theoretical tools for the analysis of the reconstruction methods, like projective factorization, in which the set of equations (1) is directly solved. We also fully specify possible incorrect solutions obtained by projective factorization methods.
The classic case of projections from 3D scenes to 2D images (r = 4, s i = 3) has been intensely studied in the past two decades [4] . When the scene is rigid, the traditional way of analysing and solving the problem of projective reconstruction is via the bifocal tensor (fundamental matrix), trifocal tensor or quadrifocal tensor [4, 5] . The standard procedure is to build a multi-view tensor from point (or line) correspondences, extract the camera matrices, up to projectivity, from the tensor, and estimated the 3D points through triangulation.
The recovery of structure and motion is more challenging in the case of nonrigid motions. Wolf and Shashua [12] consider several structure and motion problems in which the scene observed by a perspective camera is nonrigid. They show that all those problems can be modeled as projections from a higherdimensional projective space P k into P 2 for k = 3, 4, 5, 6. They use tensorial approaches to address each of the problems. Hartley and Vidal [2] consider the problem of perspective nonrigid deformation, assuming that the scene deforms as linear combination of k linearly independent basis shapes. They show that the problem can be modeled as projections from P 3k to P 2 .
Such applications manifest the need for a general theory of projective reconstruction for arbitrary dimensional spaces. Hartley and Schaffalitzky [3] present such a theory by introducing the Grassmann tensor, generalizing the concepts of bifocal, trifocal and quadrifocal tensors used for P 3 → P 2 projections, and other tensors which had been introduced for special cases in other dimensions. The central theorem in [3] proves that the projection matrices can be obtained up to projectivity from the corresponding Grassmann tensor.
Tensor-based projective reconstruction is sometimes not accurate enough, especially in the presence of noise. One problem is imposing certain nonlinear constraints on the tensor. While the tensor is determined using the linear constraints imposed by point correspondences, one should also consider the internal constraints which are intrinsic to each type of multi-view tensor. For instance, the fundamental matrix (bifocal tensor) is known to have a zero determinant which imposes a single polynomial constraint. This is the only required constraint. The number of such internal constraints grows dramatically with the dimensionality of the multi-view tensor. For example, the trifocal tensor is known to have 8 internal constraints. For the quadrifocal tensor this number is 51 (see [4, Sect. 17.5] ). The number of internal constraints is even larger for projections from higher dimensions. As the tensors are usually estimated linearly, imposing such constraints can be an issue specially when data is noisy.
Another issue is that a multi-view tensor can be defined only for up to a limited number of views. This limit is four views for P 3 → P 2 projections [4] . In general, for projections from P r−1 , at most r views can be involved in multilinear relations corresponding to a single tensor [3] . This prevents us from using data from all views to reduce the estimation error. Such issues has led to the use of other approaches such as bundle adjustment [11] and projective factorization [10, 6, 9, 1] in which the projection equations (1) are directly solved for projection matrices P i , points X j and depths λ ij . Such approaches are either used in conjunction with a tensor method or independently. Analysing such methods requires a theory which derives projective reconstruction from the projection equations (1), rather than the multi-view tensor. Providing such a theory is the purpose of this paper.
As a first step, we need to answer a question which is left open in [3] , namely whether sufficiently many image points x ij uniquely determine the multi-view (Grassmann) tensor. Notice that this is important even for tensor-based reconstruction. The uniqueness of the multi-view tensor has been shown in section 3.
The second question is when an estimated configuration of projections and points satisfying relations (1) is projectively equivalent to the true configuration. This is important for the analysis of bundle adjustment as well as projective factorization. The answer to such a simple question is by no means trivial. Notice that the uniqueness of the Grassmann tensor is not sufficient for answering this, as it does not rule out the existence of degenerate solutions {P i } for which the corresponding Grassmann tensor is zero. In sections 4 and 5 we respectively give conditions on the estimated projectionpoint setup and the estimated projective depths under which projective equivalence holds. Especially, in Sect. 5 we show that the two setups are projectively equivalent if the estimated projective depths are all nonzero.
The last issue, which only concerns the projective factorization approaches, is classifying the wrong solutions to the projective factorization equation
This is the matrix form of (1) [9] . This is why almost all such algorithms restrict or balance the depth matrix during estimation. We refer the readers to [8] for a review such algorithms and the constraints used. The constraints are mostly aimed to avoid zero rows and zero columns in the depth matrix, which are the two well-known classes of degenerate solutions. Recent work by the authors [8] shows that, for P 3 → P 2 projections, apart from the solutions with zero rows or zero columns, there exists one and only one class of wrong solutions in which the depth matrix has a cross-shaped structure. In Sect. 6 we extend this result by giving a classification of the wrong solutions for arbitrary dimensional projections based on the zero patterns in the depth matrix. It turns out that the form of such degenerate solutions varies from case to case, and in general, can be much more complex compared to 3D to 2D projections. Besides verification of the solutions given by an algorithm, the importance of this result is that the constraints on projective depths need only rule out specific classes of zero patterns rather than preventing all projective depths from converging to zero.
Due to space constraints, we cannot provide the full proofs here. The object of this paper is, therefore, to list the main results and give the general outline of the proofs. We refer the reader to [7] for full proofs and more details.
Background

Conventions
We use typewriter letters (A) for matrices, bold letters (a, A) for vectors, lower-case normal letters (a) for scalars and upper-case normal letters (A) for sets, except for special sets like R and P. Calligraphic letters (A) are used for both tensors and mappings (functions). To refer to the column space and null space of a matrix A we respectively use C(A) and N (A). The vertical concatenation of a set of matrices A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A m is denoted by stack (A 1 , . . . , A m ). We make use of the terms "generic" and "in general position" for entities such as points, matrices and subspaces. In such cases, if the generic properties are not explicitly stated, we mean that those objects belong to some open and dense subset which is implicitly determined from the proofs.
Throughout the paper we deal with a true
The true setup is the actual configuration of projections, HD points and depths from which the image points are created as
The estimated setup, denoted by hatted quantities, is obtained from the image points x ij , supposedly by a reconstruction algorithm, such that it satisfies all the projection equationsλ ij x ij =P iXj . One can usually make certain genericity assumptions about the true projection-point setup ({P i }, {X j }) or safely assume λ ij = 0 for all i, j. Such natural assumptions cannot be as easily made about the estimated quantities, as they are to be obtained by an algorithm. It is our goal to present minimal conditions on the estimated setup ({P i }, {X j }, {λ ij }) under which ({P i }, {X j }) and ({P i }, {X j }) are projectively equivalent. We usually combine the two equations λ ij x ij = P i X j andλ ij x ij = P iXj after a simple change of variables x ij ← λ ij x ij , λ ij ←λ ij /λ ij to getP iXj =λ ij P i X j . This change of variables does not affect our results as there are no assumptions about x ij -s and the only assumption about a projective depthλ ij is whether or not it is zero.
We must stress that, here, the projection matrices P i ,P i , HD points X j ,X j and image points x ij are treated as members of a real vector space, even though they might represent quantities in a projective space. For instance, X j ∈ R r represents a point in P r−1 in homogeneous coordinates. Any equality sign "=" here is strict and never implies equality up to scale.
Projective equivalence
We formalize the concept of projective equivalence for HD points and projection matrices as follows. 
Definition 1. Two sets of projection matrices {P
Two sets of points {X j } and {X j } with X j ,X j ∈ R r for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, are projectively equivalent if there exist nonzero scalars ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . , ν n and an invertible r×r matrix G such that
Lemma 1. Consider a set of points X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ∈ R r with n > r with the generic properties Notice that (P2) is generic only when n > r. The proof [7] is based on the theory of eigenspaces.
Triangulation
The problem of Triangulation is to find a point X given its images through a set of known projections P 1 , . . . , P m . The next lemma provides conditions for the uniqueness of triangulation. 
Lemma 2 (Triangulation
N (P 1 ), N (P 2 ), . . . , N (P m ).
Now, for any nonzero
hold for scalars β i , then Y = βX for some scalar β =0. 2 Two linear subspaces nontrivially intersect if their intersection has dimension one or more.
Notice that we have not assumed β i = 0. For the classic case of projections P 3 → P 2 , (T1) simply means that the camera centres N (P i ) ∈ P 3 and the projective point span(X) ∈ P 3 are not (projectively) collinear. Besides the proof, in [7] we show that (T1) is a generic property for arbitrary dimensional projections.
Valid profiles and the Grassmann tensor
Consider a set of projection matrices P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m , , which is a Grassmann coordinate of C(P), the column space of P. Such entries for different choices of the I i -s can be arranged in a multidimensional array T α called the Grassmann tensor corresponding to α. The dimension of T α is equal to the number of nonzero entries of α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m ), as T α does not depend on those P i with α i = 0. To show the dependence of the Grassmann tensor on projection matrices P i , we sometimes use the mapping G α which takes a set of projection matrices to the corresponding Grassmann tensor, that is T α = G α (P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m ). Notice that G α itself is not a tensor. Obviously, G α (P 1 , . . . , P m ) is nonzero if and only if P has at least one non-singular submatrix chosen according to α.
Hartley and Schaffalitzky [3] show that if a point X is projected through P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m into the image points x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , according to λ i x i = P i X, then for any set of full-column-rank matrices
3 Notice that, the definition of a valid profile here slightly differs from [3] which needs α i ≥ 1. We choose this new definition for convenience, as it does not impose the restriction m ≤ r on the number of views. 4 The sign is defined by m i=1 sign(I i ) where sign(I i ) is +1 or −1 depending on whether the sequence (sort(I i ) sort(Ī i )) is an even or odd permutation, whereĪ i = {1, . . . , s i } \ I i (see [3] [3] states that the projection matrices P i can be uniquely constructed from the Grassmann tensor, up to projectivity:
. Consider a set of m generic projection matrices P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m , with The constructive proof of [3] gives a procedure to obtain the projections P i from the Grassmann tensor. From each set of image point correspondences x 1j , x 2j , . . . , x mj one or more sets of subspaces U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U m can be passed such that x ij ∈ U i . Each choice of subspaces U 1 , . . . , U m gives a linear equation (6) 
The Grassmann tensor is unique
This section asserts that if two configurations ({P i }, {X j }) and ({P i }, {X j }) project into the same image points x ij , then the associated Grassmann tensors of {P i } and {P i } can only differ by a scaling factor. In other words, the Grassmann tensor is unique up to scale given a set of image points x ij = P i X j /λ ij .
Theorem 2. Consider a setup ({P i }, {X j }) of m
generic projection matrices and n points in general position and sufficiently many, and a valid profile α = (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m ) such that α i ≥ 1 for all i. Now, for any other configuration ({P i }, {X j }) withX j = 0 for all j, the set of relationŝ
implies G α (P 1 , . . . ,P m ) = β G α (P 1 , . . . , P m ) for some scalar β.
Notice thatλ ij -s have not been assumed to be nonzero. Considering the definition of a valid profile, the condition α i ≥ 1 implies that the above theorem only applies when m ≤ r. Here, we present an outline of the proof and refer the reader to [7] for the full proof.
We consider two submatrices Q and Q of P = stack(P 1 , . . . , P m ) chosen according to the valid profile α = (α 1 , . . . , α m ) , such that all rows of Q and Q are equal except for the l-th rows q T l and q T l , which are chosen from different rows of P k for some view k. We also represent byQ andQ the corresponding submatrices ofP = stack(P 1 , . . . ,P m ). Then we show that if det(Q) = 0, the equations (7) imply
The rest of the proof is trivial: By starting with a submatrix Q of P according to α, and iteratively updating Q by changing one row at a time in the way described above, we can finally traverse all possible submatrices chosen according to α. Due to genericity we assume that all submatrices of P chosen according to α are non-singular 6 . Therefore, (8) implies that during the traversal the ratio β = det(Q)/ det(Q) stays the same. This means that each element of G α (P 1 , . . . ,P m ) is β times the corresponding element of
The relation (8) is obtained in two steps. The first step is to write (7) in matrix form as
whereλ j = [λ 1j , . . . ,λ mj ] T , and
The matrix M(X) is ( i s i )×(m+r), and therefore a tall (or square) matrix. Due to the assumption X j = 0 in Theorem 2, we conclude that M(X j ) is rank deficient for all X j . This means that for any (m + r)×(m + r) submatrix M (X j ) of M(X j ) we have det(M (X j )) = 0. As det(M (X)) is a polynomial expression in X, having det(M (X j )) = 0 for sufficiently many points X j in general position implies that det(M (X)) is identically zero. The only other possibility is that X j -s all lie on a polynomial surface which can be ruled out by genericity. 6 though the proof is possible under a milder assumption, The second step is to choose a proper value for X and a proper submatrix M (X) of M(X), such that (8) follows from det(M (X)) = 0. This proper choice for X is Q −1 e l , where e l is the l-th standard basis and l is the row which is different in Q and Q , as defined earlier. The submatrix M (X), is made by choosing the corresponding rows of P = stack(P 1 , . . . , P m ) contributing to making Q, choosing the corresponding row q T l of P k contributing to making Q , and choosing one extra row from each P i for i = k. See [7] for details.
Projective Reconstruction
Here, we state a theorem of projective reconstruction showing the projective equivalence of two setups ({P i }, {X j }) and ({P i }, {X j }) projecting into the same image points, given conditions on ({P i }, {X j }). Based on this, we present an alternative theorem in the next section with conditions on the projective depthsλ ij . It is important to observe the theorem does not assume a priori that the projective depthsλ ij are nonzero. The outline of the proof is as follows. Given the profile α = (α 1 , . . . , α m ) from condition (C3), 1. for the special case of α i ≥ 1 for all i, using Theorem 2, we have G α (P 1 , . . . ,P m ) = β G α (P 1 , . . . , P m ), where β is nonzero due to (C3). 
Theorem 3 (Projective Reconstruction
As
Restricting projective depths
This section provides a second version of Theorem 3 in which it is assumed thatλ ij -s are all nonzero, instead of putting restrictions on ({P i }, {X j }).
Theorem 4 (Projective Reconstruction). Consider a setup of m projections and n points ({P
≥ r, and the points X j ∈ R r sufficiently many and in general position. Now, for any second configuration
for some nonzero scalarsλ ij = 0, the configuration
In Sect. 6 we will discuss that the theorem can be proved under milder restrictions thanλ ij = 0 for all i, j. However, by proving projective equivalence, it eventually follows thatλ ij -s are all nonzero. The next lemma is the key for the proof of the above theorem.
IfP has no full-rank r×r submatrix created by choosing strictly fewer than s i rows from eachP i , then there exists a partition {I, J, K} of the set of views {1, 2, . . . , m}, with I = ∅ (nonempty) and The proof of this lemma is quite long and intricate. The interested reader is referred to [7] .
To prove Theorem 4 we just need to show that the conditionλ ij = 0 implies (C1-C3) in Theorem 3. Assume thatλ ij = 0 for some i and j. Then from the genericity of P i and X j we have P i X j = 0, and thuŝ P iXj =λ ij P i X j = 0, implyingP i = 0 andX j = 0. Thus,λ ij = 0 for all i, j implies (C1) and (C2).
The hardest part is to show thatλ ij = 0 implies (C3), that isP has a full-rank r×r submatrix chosen with strictly fewer than s i rows from eachP i . To get a contradiction, assumeP does not have such a submatrix. For the present, suppose thatP has full column rank. Then by Lemma 4, there exists a partition {I, J, K} of views with I = ∅ and i∈I s i + i∈J (s i −1) ≤ r, such thatP K = stack({P i } i∈K ) has a row space of dimension r = r − i∈I s i − i∈J (s i −1), spanned by the rows of an r ×r matrix
, where eachQ i consists of strictly less than s i rows 8 fromP i . By relabeling the views if necessary, we assume thatP K = stack(P 1 , . . . ,P l ) and (12), we haveP iXj =λ ij P i X j and, as a result,Q iXj =λ ij Q i X j , where Q i is the submatrix of P i corresponding toQ i . This giveŝ
where diag(·) is the block diagonal matrix of its argu-
where
Notice that, M(X) is ( l i=1 s i )×l, and thus a tall matrix. Asλ j = 0 (sinceλ ij = 0 for all i, j), M(X j )λ j = 0 implies that M(X j ) is rank deficient, and thus, all of its l×l submatrices have a zero determinant. Since for any l×l submatrix M (X) of M(X) the expression det(M (X)) is a polynomial on X which is equal to zero at sufficiently many points X j in general position, we can say that det(M (X)) is identically zero 9 for all submatrices M (X) of M(X). It follows that M(X) is rank deficient for all X. AsQ K is r ×r with r < r and P i -s are generic, we can take a nonzero vector Y in the null space ofQ K such that no matrixP i for i = 1, . . . , l has Y in its null space 10 . In this case, we have
has full column rank, contradicting the fact that M(X) is rank deficient for all M(X). Therefore, condition (C3) in Theorem 3 also holds, which completes the proof of Theorem 4 for whenP has full column rank. One can show that this is always the case and the rank deficiency assumption aboutP leads to contradiction. The trick is to consider the matrixX = [X 1 , , . . . ,X m ], refactorizePX asP X such thatP has full column rank, prove projective equivalence for ({P i }, {X j }), and finally, show thatP has full column rank fromPX =P X . The reader can refer to [7] for a more detailed proof.
Wrong solutions to projective factorization
Let us write equationsλ ij x ij =P iXj in matrix form
The projective factorization algorithms seek to findΛ such that Λ [x ij ] can be factorized as the product of a ( i s i )×r matrixP by an r×n matrixX. If x ij -s are obtained from ({P i }, {X j }) as x ij = P i X j /λ ij , our theory says that any solution (Λ,P,X) to (17) is equivalent to the true solution (Λ, P, X), provided that (Λ,P,X) satisfies certain restrictions, such as conditions (C1-C3) onP andX in Theorem 3, orΛ having no zero element in Theorem 4. It is worth to see what degenerate (projectively nonequivalent) forms a solution (Λ,P,X) to (17) can get when such restrictions are not completely imposed. This is important in the factorization-based methods, in which sometimes such restrictions cannot be efficiently implemented.
The reader can check that Theorem 4 can be proved under weaker assumptions thanλ ij = 0, as follows with I = ∅ and i∈I s i + j∈J (s j −1) < r, the matrixΛ K has sufficiently many nonzero columns,
) which is nonempty (in fact open and dense in N (Q K )) for generic P i -s.
whereΛ
K is the submatrix ofΛ created by selecting rows according to K.
Notice that (D1) and (D2) respectively guarantee (C1) and (C2) in Theorem 3 due to P i X j = 0 (by genericity) andP iXj =λ ij P i X j . The condition (D3) guarantees that the vectorλ j used in (15), which is the j-th column ofΛ K defined in (D3), is nonzero for sufficiently many j-s. Therefore, (D3) is used to guarantee (C3), that isP has a nonzero minor chosen according to some valid profile 11 . The discussion under (16) implies that "sufficiently many" in (D3) means as many such that M(X) is guaranteed to be rank deficient for all X.
It is trivial to see how violating (D1) and (D2) can lead to a false solution to (17). For example setX = X, P k and the k-th row ofΛ equal to zero, and the rest ofP andΛ equal to P and Λ. In what comes next, we assume that (D1) and (D2) hold, that isΛ has no zero rows or zero columns, and look for less trivial false solutions to (17). According to our discussion above, for this class of wrong solutions conditions (C3) aboutP and (D3) aboutΛ must be violated. This means that the set of views {1, 2, . . . , m} can be partitioned into I, J, K with I nonempty and i∈I s i + i∈J (s i −1) < r, such that the submatrixΛ K ofΛ has few nonzero columns. Moreover, by Lemma 4, the submatrixP K ofP has rank r = r − i∈I s i − i∈J (s i −1). Here, we show how this can happen with a simple example in which J = ∅. It is possible, however, to show that degenerate solutions exist for every partition {I, J, K} satisfying the properties mentioned above.
For a setup ({P i }, {X j }), partition the views into I and K, such that i∈I s i < r. Split P row-wise into submatrices P I and P K . By possibly relabeling the views, we assume that P = stack(P I , P K ). Notice that P I has i∈I s i rows and r columns, and therefore, at least an r = r − i∈I s i dimensional null space. Consider an r×r matrix N with orthonormal columns all in the null space of P I . Also, let R be the orthogonal projection matrix into the row space of P I . Divide the
Define the corresponding submatrices ofP andX aŝ
One can easily check that
whereΛ has a block structure of the form
AsP I ∈ R (r−r )×r at most has rank r−r andP
T (with N ∈ R r×r ) at most has rank r , if P = stack(P I ,P K ) has maximal rank r thenP K has to have rank r , as also confirmed by Lemma 4. One can check thatP = stack(P I ,P K ) has no full rank submatrix chosen by less than s i rows from eachP i . Thus, (C3) is violated and the Grassmann tensor of {P i } corresponding to any valid profile is zero. Also, observe that in (21) the submatrixΛ K ofΛ ∈ R m×n has only r nonzero columns, no matter how large n is. This is how (D3) is violated.
Using the above style for finding wrong solutions,Λ K can have at most r nonzero columns. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. Instead, the limit for the number of nonzero columns allowable in a wrong solution is as many such that the rank ofΛ
is not more than r . This is necessary for having a wrong solution asΛ
K cannot have a rank of more than r according to Lemma 4. One can also show that this is a sufficient condition for having a wrong solution. With a little more complication, one can as well construct examples of wrong solution for partitions {I, J, K} with J nonempty.
For the classic case of P 3 → P 2 projections (r = 4, s i = 3), the only possible partition {I, J, K} is when I is a singleton and J is empty. This is due to the conditions I = ∅ and i∈I s i + j∈J (s j −1) < r = 4. In this case,Λ I consists of only one row. Further, we have r = r − i∈I s i − j∈J (s j −1) = 4 − 3 − 0 = 1. The reader can check that the condition Rank(Λ K (P K X)) ≤ r = 1, implies that only one column ofΛ K can be nonzero, causingΛ to have a cross-shaped structure. Therefore, the theory given in the authors' previous work [8] follows as a special case.
Conclusion
This paper investigates projective reconstruction for arbitrary dimensional projections. We obtain the following results for a generic setup:
• The multi-view (Grassmann) tensor is unique, up to a scaling factor, given the image points x ij .
• Any solution to the set of equationsλ ij x ij = P iXj is projectively equivalent to the true setup, if theP i -s andX j -s are nonzero andP = stack(P 1 , . . . ,P m ) has at least one non-singular r×r submatrix created by choosing strictly fewer than s i rows from eachP i ∈ R si×r .
• Any solution to the set of equationsλ ij x ij =P iXj is projectively equivalent to the true setup ifλ ij is nonzero for all i, j.
• False solutions to the projective factorization problemΛ [x ij ] =PX in general case can be much more complex than in the case of projections P 3 → P 2 , as demonstrated in Sect. 6.
A possible extension to this work is to consider the case of incomplete data, where some image points x ij are missing. It would be also useful to compile a simplified list of all the required generic properties needed for the proof of projective reconstruction. This is because in almost all applications the projection matrices and points have a special structure, meaning they are members of a nongeneric set. It is now a nontrivial question whether the restriction of the genericity conditions to this nongeneric set is relatively generic.
